Practical Mechanics magazine 1933-1963
Practical Mechanics magazine (not to be confused
with the US Popular Mechanics) was an English
magazine devoted to
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NO. VIII a wide range of do-ityourself projects. I have
selected some covers depicting model boats and
early radio control, but
you were as likely to find
instructions for building a
telescope, film projector,
spot welder, submarine
telephone or other esh t t p : / / h o m e . v i c n e t . n e t . a u / ~ b m b g /
sential household gadget.
They make fascinating reading in our current litigious age
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when you consider they included articles on building your
The Bay Steamers Maritime own car or aeroplane - not just model car or aeroplane!

NEWSLETTER

Museum hosted a barbecue
on July 21st, with the Austin
7 Club in attendance. Alan,
Richard and I were pleased to
learn that the ST Wattle is
on track for re-launching in
about a year’s time, with completion by the end of 2013.

Computer Aided Modelling 3: 3D printing
3D printing refers to the process of creating a three-dimensional object from a digital file by any of a number of processes that effectively builds up the object layer by layer in an
additive process. (Contrast this with the traditional subtractive
process of milling an object from solid material.)
Already 3D printers are within reach of the keen hobbyist.
The cowl vents in the right hand picture below, for example, were formed by our member Chris on his own home
3D printer. Unable to buy suitable ones in the sizes I required, I had the ones in the left-hand picture made for me by
Shapeways in Holland, from a parametric drawing done by an
American modeller. They have a very fine finish.

3D printing looks like becoming the next Really Big Thing.
The scary part is that already over 70% of the parts needed
to make a 3D printer can be produced - on a 3D printer! Will
they soon be able to reproduce themselves completely and
take over the world, keeping us prisoners in our own sheds?

The magazine was founded in 1933 by Frederick
J Camm, the brother of
Sydney Camm, who designed the Hawker Hurricane fighter of WW2.
Newnes was the publisher, and they produced
a wide range of magazine
and book titles with the
“Practical” prefix, many
penned or edited by F J
Camm. The magazine enjoyed a 30-year lifespan,
reaching the height of its
popularity and size in the
post-war years when products and materials were in short
supply. Each monthly issue from that period featured commissioned colour cover artwork.
By the 1960s, with readers enjoying greater prosperity and
reduced need for home-built orreries or microscopes, the
magazine reported more
on technological developments and picked up
“and Science” in its title. A
smaller format was now
featured with no colour
cover artwork.
The reader of the August
1963 issue would have
had no inkling that the
end was in sight until the
bottom of the sixteenth
page, where four stark
lines stated that the magazine was ceasing publication with that issue.

